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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new method for managing digital reuse rights of research data
which leverages technologies such as the blockchain and smart contracts. This al-
lows, on one hand, the creation of a permanent record on the agreements between
the authors of the data and the reusers, with the possibility of verifying compli-
ance at any time, and, on the other hand, a higher level of granularity on defining
the conditions of reuse. A practical implementation of such an workflow using the
Solidity smart contract language is included, along with a brief analysis over the
Ethereum blockchain network.
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1. Introduction

Data sharing has become essential to modern research, mainly due to the require-
ments of various funding agencies to make publicly-funded research open (European
Commission 2017; National Institutes of Health 2018), as a direct response to the so-
called reproducibility crisis, triggered by a number of studies that failed to reproduce
previous results (Phillips 2017; Eklund 2016). Nevertheless, data sharing has not be-
come an integral part of the research cycle, with less than half of the respondents in
a survey carried out in 2017 among Springer Nature and Wiley authors reporting to
share data frequently (Digital Science 2017). Apart from more technical reasons (e.g.,
difficulty in preparing or storing data), various studies (Federer et al. 2015; Youngseek
and Zhang 2015) have identified perceived risks in data sharing activities, largely due
to the conditioning of academic success on publication volume and impact. A survey
among Wellcome Trust awardees showed that “the main barriers to data sharing are
the fear for misuse and misinterpretation of data, the fear to lose publication opportu-
nities [. . . ]” (Van den Eynden 2016). Another study on articles published in Science
between 2011 and 2012 found out that 11% of the authors refuse to share data if
the requester does not provide information on how the material will be further used
(Stodden, Seiler, and Ma 2018).
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With the rise of blockchain technologies, such as Bitcoin (Nakamoto 2008) and
Ethereum (Ethereum Foundation 2018a), the concept of smart contracts, a protocol
which allows to digitally facilitate, verify, or enforce the negotiation and performance
of a contract, has been brought back to light (the concept has been initially defined in
1996-1997 (Szabo 1997)). Apart from the widespread use cases in the financial world,
the blockchain and smart contracts have been proposed as potential solutions to vari-
ous issues in scholarly communications, pertaining to publication sharing; traceability,
copyright, and digital rights management could be solved by leveraging certain prop-
erties of these technologies, such as persistence and verifiability (van Rossum 2017).

This paper proposes a new method for sharing research data in a way that allows the
authors to oversee how it is being accessed and reused. This protocol employs smart
contracts in order to record and enforce the terms under which published research
data can be utilized by subsequent studies.

The remaining of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we provide some
background on both blockchain technologies and research communication, in Section 3
we describe the smart contract protocol for rights management of research data, with
a practical implementation and brief analysis in Subsection 3.1. The paper ends with
some concluding remarks on future directions.

2. Background

2.1. Blockchain

A blockchain is a continuously growing list of records linked using cryptographically
calculated values stored in each block. In its most popular implementation, Bitcoin
(Nakamoto 2008), each block records the hash value of the previous block, a timestamp,
and data about multiple transactions (algorithmic operations with one or more inputs
and one or more outputs); such a list of transactions is called a ledger. Most such
systems are implemented as a peer-to-peer network, in which each node stores a full
copy of the blockchain, thus removing the requirement for a central authority that
needs to verify all transaction data; practically, such systems implement a distributed
database in which consensus is achieved via the proof for validating the sequence of
blocks.

2.2. Ethereum

Ethereum (Ethereum Foundation 2018a) is an open platform for building decentral-
ized applications on top of blockchains; it defines a number of protocols for running
arbitrarily complex algorithms on the network. Such code is ran on Ethereum virtual
machines, which are Turing complete; these virtual machines are stored on each node
participating in the network, and each issued instruction is ran on every node. A valid
state transition on these virtual machines is one which comes through a transaction
(Wood 2018). Ethereum also implements its own value token, called ether, but the
way in which this is used depends on the application being implemented. One purpose
of the value token is to provide a representation of the physical resources required for
participating in the network (e.g., electrical power), and, for example, most commonly
each operation executed on the virtual machines carries an inherent cost, denoted as
gas (Wood 2018).
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2.3. Smart Contracts and Solidity

At the base of the Ethereum platform stand two types of entities, called accounts;
accounts can be externally owned, which are controlled usually by human actors via
private cryptographic keys, or can be contract accounts. Contract accounts are con-
trolled by the code to be ran on the virtual machines, which can be activated only
by an externally owned account (for a more detailed explanation see (The Ethereum
Community 2018). Contract accounts implement smart contracts, systems that usually
contain value tokens that will be unlocked only if certain conditions are met.

Solidity (Ethereum Foundation 2018b) is a contract oriented, statically typed, high-
level language used for implementing smart contracts on the Ethereum virtual machine
(but not limited to it). A contract in Solidity is defined, similar to a class in traditional
object-oriented programming, as a collection of functions and data. The invocations
of the functions, as well as a history of the values of the stored data, are stored in the
underlying blockchain, making the execution of the smart contract fully traceable.

2.4. Research Communication and Sharing

While the scholarly communication domain is more complex and includes a number of
workflows and activities, for the purposes of this paper we will focus on research data
sharing. Currently, such output is either self-archived (e.g., authors will post it online
on their own website), on platforms hosted by their current research institution, or on
systems provided by the various research publishers (see, for example, the guidelines of
Springer Nature (Springer Nature 2018b) and Elsevier (Elsevier 2018b)). In between
stand services such as ZENODO (ZENODO 2018b) or Dryad (Dryad 2018), which
provide free upload services for research content.

From a reuse point of view, the choice above makes little difference, as in any
situation the publisher of the research data should specify under which terms and
conditions the content can be reused. In certain cases, especially when the supporting
article is to be published at a later time, the research data might remain under embargo
(see for example ZENODO’s “Access and reuse” policies under (ZENODO 2018a)); in
other cases it might remain confidential indefinitely, thus making its reuse practically
impossible without intervention from its author (e.g., release under specific clauses to
a limited audience).

If the author decides to make the data publicly accessible, this is usually done by
stipulating the terms under which it can be reused; the Creative Commons ((Creative
Commons 2018)) suite of licenses is highly popular, with options raging from CC BY,
which is highly permissive as long as attribution is explicitly specified, to CC BY-
NC-ND which does not allow creating derivatives or using the content for commercial
purposes. An issue with the current model of sharing and licencing stems from the
difficulty of tracking each and every access and reuse of a shared data set. Implement-
ing this process using smart contracts can help alleviate this issue, as every action
(e.g., download data set, publish article reusing data set) is permanently recorded and
can be inspected by the participating entities. Another issue is posed by the lack of
flexibility when it comes to defining the terms of reuse; the Publication Manual of the
American Psychological Association states that beside the limits on the distribution
of the research data, there should also be an agreement on how the artefacts will be
reused (e.g., only for the verification of the results) (American Psychological Associ-
ation 2015). Current licencing choices might lack such granularity due to their broad
range of applications, and publishing platforms are in general only restricted to such
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standardized options, mostly for practical reasons.
While using blockchain technologies for digital rights management has been theo-

rized ((van Rossum 2017), (Xu et al. 2017)), we are not aware of any practical appli-
cation on the specific workflow of research data reuse. In (Ramachandran 2017), the
authors propose a system implemented over the Ethereum network for ensuring data
provenance; while not tackling the same issue, this work provides a number of inter-
esting pointers on issues common to our implementation, such as required number of
participating entities and contract operation cost requirements.

3. A smart contract for managing reuse rights of research data

In this section we present the mechanism under which a smart contract for tracking
digital rights enforcement over research data can function. While we will make refer-
ences to the protocols imposed by the Ethereum network, here we present only a high
level overview; an actual implementation, using the Solidity language, is included in
Subsection 3.1.

First, we define the two types of accounts required by the Ethereum network. In
our case, there will be two externally owned accounts (EOAs), one for the author that
initially publishes the data, and one for the entity the wishes to reuse it. The contract
account is associated to the smart contract code that will regulate the reuse.

In terms of stored data, the following entities are considered:

(1) Author account address: this variable simply records the address of the EOA of
the author (or producer) of the dataset.

(2) Dataset hash: this is a cryptographic hash of the research dataset that is to be
published. Note that the smart contract (and underlying infrastructure) does
not store the actual data files, but only their hash; the complete content can
continue to reside on one of the existing platforms presented in Subsection 2.4.

(3) Dataset terms hash: this is a cryptographic hash of the terms and conditions,
specifying the way in which the published dataset might be reused. We take
here the same approach as with the dataset, of not storing the actual contents
of the terms, as the current platforms presented in Subsection 2.4 have specific
features for presenting such information, as the one in Fig. 1. Nevertheless, in
some cases the author might opt for using a custom definition of the terms (e.g.,
embargoes such as “reusers should not publish journal articles on findings based
on the original dataset for one year since the initial release of the data”) which
cannot be hosted by such platforms, or there simply might be a requirement to
ensure the preservation of the terms and, in such cases, the full text could be
stored on the blockchain similar to (Brown 2015).

(4) Data reuser account address: similar to the first item in this list, this variable
records the EOA address of the entity planning on reusing the data set.

(5) Reuse work hash: this variable records a hash (or any other type of appropriate
information, such as a Digital Object Identifier (DOI)) for the work that reuses
the original data set. This will ensure that the complete cycle of reuse is recorded
on the blockchain, making it easy to inspect at any future moment.

Finally the smart contract will consist of three functions, that need to be called in
the following order:

(1) Publish dataset: this function will record the author account address, dataset
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Figure 1. A ZENODO (ZENODO 2018b) record (http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1188752) with the CC BY-

NC-ND licence applied on its files (highlight on right-hand side).

hash and dataset terms hash variables; optionally, it can emit an event (see the
Events section of (Ethereum Foundation 2018b)) in order to advertise the release
of the dataset and enable certain automatic workflows (e.g., a system similar to
a RSS feed could be put in place to monitor the release of new data).

(2) Release dataset: this function records the data reuser account address, concep-
tually stating that the author of the dataset released it under specific terms to
the requesting entity.

(3) Publish rework : this function records the reuse work hash, storing information
about how the dataset has been reused, and closing the execution of the contract.

These three functions describe how the smart contract should be developed and
executed from a practical point of view, integrated with the current research workflows.
As soon as a dataset is published, a version of the smart contract should be deployed
and the first function should be called in order to record the terms under which the
work can be reused. When there is a wish to access the dataset, the two parties (author
and reuser) should come to an agreement on following these terms and record this on
the blockchain using the second function. The proof that the terms were actually
followed will be recorded by calling the last function. A discussion on this last step
relates to the entity that should call this operation; we have considered that the reuser
can do this, testifying that the established terms have been followed, and recording
this in the permanent record of the blockchain. If this is considered insufficient, an
additional step can be considered, in which the original author of the dataset, or any
other suitable entity, verifies that terms were indeed obeyed, closing the execution of
the contract.

3.1. Implementation of the smart contract using Solidity

An implementation of the smart contract presented previously, using the Solidity lan-
guage, is included in Fig. 2.

Two minor differences from the overview in the previous section can be noticed with
the implementation:

• The requestDataset function allows expressing the intent to access the pub-
lished dataset. This is implemented in order to further automate the workflow,
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// version 1.0.2
pragma solidity ^0.4.0;

contract DatasetPublishReuse {

address datasetAuthor;
uint128 datasetHash;
uint128 datasetTermsHash;
address reuser;
uint128 workHash;

// event to be emitted when a new dataset is published
event evDatasetPublished(

address _from ,
uint128 _datasetHash ,
uint128 _datasetTermsHash

);

// event to be emitted when an entity wishes to acquire a dataset for reuse
event evRequestDataset(

address _from ,
uint128 _datesetHash

);

// event to be emitted when a dataset is released for reuse
event evDatasetReleased(

address _from ,
address _to ,
uint128 _datasetHash ,
uint128 _datasetTermsHash

);

// event to be emitted when a work based on the original dataset is
// published
event evWorkPublished(

address _from ,
uint128 _workHash ,
uint128 _datasetHash ,
uint128 _datasetTermsHash

);

function publishDataset(uint128 _datasetHash , uint128 _datasetTermsHash)
public returns (bool) {

datasetHash = _datasetHash;
datasetTermsHash = _datasetTermsHash;
datasetAuthor = msg.sender;
emit evDatasetPublished(datasetAuthor , datasetHash , datasetTermsHash );
return true;

}

function requestDataset(uint128 _datasetHash)
public returns (bool) {

assert(_datasetHash == datasetHash );
emit evRequestDataset(msg.sender , _datasetHash );
return true;

}

function releaseDataset ()
public returns(bool) {

reuser = msg.sender;
emit evDatasetReleased(reuser , datasetAuthor ,

datasetHash , datasetTermsHash );
return true;

}

function publishRework(uint128 _workHash)
public returns (bool) {

assert(msg.sender == reuser );
workHash = _workHash;
emit evWorkPublished(reuser , workHash , datasetHash , datasetTermsHash );
return true;

}

} // end contract

Figure 2. Solidity smart contract implementing the research data reuse terms management workflow.
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Operation name Transaction cost Execution cost Total gas USD price

Creating contract 613654 421050 1034704 $1.47134
publishDataset 55140 33612 88752 $0.1262
requestDataset 23313 1913 25226 $0.03591
releaseDataset 44728 23456 68184 $0.09698
publishRework 30134 8734 38868 $0.05524

Table 1. Gas costs as defined by the Ethereum Virtual Machine and network of the implemented smart

contract for rights management of research data. Equivalents in US dollars, calculated using the rates available
in March 2018, are included. While the transaction cost is an estimation of work required to define the contract

on the network, the execution cost considers the actual execution cost of the transaction, based on the number

of computing operations.

as without this functionality the requester would have to contact the author of
the dataset using some other channel, such as email or the features provided by
the platform storing the actual data set.

• Events are implemented and emitted at each invocation of the functions of the
smart contract; as mentioned, this could prove useful for automating certain
workflows.

We have also carried out a brief analysis of the costs of running such a routine on
the Ethereum Virtual Machine and network, by considering the gas requirement for
a full invocation of the smart contract. In order to calculate this we have measured
the transaction cost of the functions in the smart contract (the gas cost for setting up
the functions on the blockchain), and the actual execution cost (this depends on how
much processing steps are required by an Ethereum Virtual Machine for executing
the functions); these concepts are explained in depth in Section Account Types, Gas,
and Transactions of (The Ethereum Community 2018). The costs are expressed in
Ethereum network gas; we have set a rate of 2∗10−9 ether per gas used, with the price
of $710.95238 per ether (these values were current at the time of writing of the paper,
in March 2018). The results are presented in Table 1.

As it can be observed, the total cost for setting up and executing the contract
is below two US dollars. If researchers would be to support these costs, as opposed
to having the network fully sustained by research publishers or any other scholarly
communication entity, they are still negligible when compared to other usual expenses,
such as, for example, Open Access publishing (e.g., the costs required by Springer
Nature and Elsevier can easily go over $1000 (Elsevier 2018a; Springer Nature 2018a)).

An interesting aspect that stems from this analysis and takes inspiration from the
widespread use of blockchain technologies in financial workflows relates to the imple-
mentation of incentives for both publishing research data and considering replication
studies. Given that the framework for implementing such mechanisms is inherent in
the platform which we targeted, it is fairly easy to extend the smart contract to con-
sider, for example, awarding a number of value tokens (ethers) when a new data set is
published; similarly, a number of value tokens could be subtracted from the EOA of
the reuser, thus creating further incentives to stay in line with the established terms.

4. Concluding remarks

This work presents a practical implementation of a research data rights management
solution using the blockchain as a mean of recording and verifying reuse. We have
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started from the observation that a considerable number of researchers prefer not to
share the data behind a study in order to protect their work, and devised a new
mechanism which allows greater flexibility in defining reuse terms and provides means
to record and verify the execution of the terms.

As of future directions, thought needs to be given to the integration of the presented
smart contract in the current workflow and tools. There are two sides of this; first, the
blockchain network needs to be deployed and maintained, and here, the decentralized
nature of the blockchain helps, as there is no need for an entity to act as the hosting
party of the system (but nevertheless such an entity could take up the burden of
maintaining the system from the individual researchers). Second, the system needs
to record enough participation from all sides of the research workflow, including here
the researches, publishers and repositories; for example, repositories need to include
ways of executing with ease the functions of the smart contract (e.g., provide a facile
web inteface for describing the custom terms of reuse), and publishers need to ensure
that the last step of the contract (where the original author can verify if the terms
were respected) is actually executed before a new work is published in an established
medium.

Thus, we can see that there are both technical and social challenges in deploying
such a solution, in an environment which can be rather slow to adopt new workflows.
Nevertheless, we believe that our practical implementation of a smart contract for
rights management can represent a solid base upon which infrastructure can be built
in order to improve the behaviours around data sharing, which will naturally lead to
improving replicability and reproducibility. Moreover, the approach can be extended to
other research outputs which require means of establishing and enforcing reuse terms.
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